St. Anthony Waltz

chorus:   C   F   G 
Oh, St. Anthony 
C   F   C   G 
Lover of peace and kindness for all 
C   F   G 
Oh, St. Anthony 
C   F   G   Am 
Keeper of all that is lost for the great and the small

Verse 1
F   G7   C 
We walk in your steps to live as you tried 
C   F   G 
Honoring the sacred and true 
C   F   E   Am7 
Praising God, living The Rule 
Bb   G7   G 
Following Jesus and Catherine and you.

chorus:   Oh, St. Anthony 
Lover of peace and kindness for all 
Oh, St. Anthony 
Keeper of all that is lost for the great and the small

Verse 2
We’re planting the seeds of the future 
In the hearts and minds of today. 
We are God's hands in the world ec day 
Following Jesus and Catherine’s way!

V 3
You have been named, You have been called. 
Reach out to S-A-C-S, 
See us thrive watch us grow 
Ever remembering how we are blessed!
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